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Abstract

This document discusses the event Bor ders and the social phenomena that

inspired it. It provides some context for what aesthetics I am referring to. It discusses

how borders can be seen in musical roles, artistic events and socially. This was

mainly explored through interviews, field recordings, curation of pieces, composition

and creating a multidimensional artistic space for all elements. These forms a web of

overlapping concepts based in social phenomenon in response to one another.
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Chapters Alles

This report discusses the event Bor ders; explains the social phenomena that

influenced the project, what borders I am referring to, and what I am trying to achieve

from an artistic perspective.

Bor ders served as to reflect, question and define identity in art and as an

individual. Understanding our own identities is highly connected to the context in

which we grow up and live in, and our individuality is based on personal experiences

and decisions we make in our journey through life. Comprehending the impact of

those concepts caused me to reflect on my own identity and the duality of worlds I

grew up in. The border between Mexico and Southern California was one I crossed

repeatedly, even before I was born. This document reflects on the physical borders

and those socially constructed around us. Exploring methods of creating bridges

between borders to unite.

I grew up in the northwest part of Mexico near the border with the United

States of America. This had a significant influence on me growing up as a musician. I

started playing violin at the age of ten at Centro de Estudios Musicales, having a

traditional eurocentric music education. Searching for better quality education, I

began to travel to San Diego, California, to receive violin lessons. The round trip

would take ten hours. Because of the money exchange, twenty-four hours of work in

Mexico would fund a one-hour lesson in the USA. I was not only crossing the

physical border between countries, but the social contrast between societies. With

time this became impossible and opted to move to San Diego, and work to afford my
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violin education. Part of what made studying music more difficult was that, as I took

lessons with different teachers, I was told that it was too late to get any better or that

I just did not “have it.” Looking back I reflect on how different our contexts were;

some of them grew up in a musical family and others had easier access to music

education. Another layer is that they were symphony musicians, who valued specific

aesthetics. I realize now that they did not understand where I was coming from.

To pursue graduate studies in violin performance, I attended the Boston

Conservatory at Berklee. In early 2020, when COVID-19 hit, I was living in Boston.

Simultaneously the social movements across the USA exploded triggered by the

murder of George Floyd especially. People started questioning education systems,

race, and police brutality. Concepts such as “systematic racism,” and “white

supremacy” became the main topics of conversation; inequality became more

obvious. Studying violin performance did not feel like a place of comfort anymore;

being a classical musician means certain things. It comes with a burden of traditions

that belong to white supremacy. It includes interpreting scores mostly by white male

that have passed away. It means operating within a specific cultural system that

sustains the genre of classical music and, therefore to a certain extent, white

supremacy.

I did not want to go back to being a part of a mass of musicians that

treasures specific aesthetics and has very specific hierarchical roles. I did not want

to be a part of a tradition which has a history of segregating artists by race and

gender. Due to COVID, I saw how basic needs were becoming a luxury in some

parts of the world, including Mexico. Arriving at Listaháskóli Íslands (LHÍ) put me out

of the contexts I had experienced as a classical violinist. By becoming a student in

New Audiences, Innovative Practice (NAIP) at LHÍ, neither was I a part of the
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performance program nor the composition. Perhaps I was somewhere in-between

and that was confusing, making me question what I wanted to do with music. The

feeling of being lost in my practice forced me to reflect on the past and on my life

journey. It resulted in work that reflects on social structures.

These experiences have resulted in work where I explore social phenomena,

spontaneity and resonance in space. Upon arrival in Iceland, I became involved in

projects like Rosa, Space, and Hlutskipti. Through these projects I explored creating

works influenced by social phenomena and my surroundings, thus they were

important steps in my journey to the creation of Bor ders.

Installation, composition, and collaboration were elements that I explored in

Space, Rosa, and Hlutskipti. Those projects gave a grounding experience that later

became Bor ders. Space allowed me to make an artistic critique of class privilege by

showing the facts through an installation. Rosa was a sound exploration of air

sounds, and freedom in the score using mix media. Hlutskipti -

Decompartmentalization was a collective critique of LHÍ for the lack of

communication between the departments.

Space

Space is an installation that uses sound and architecture as the main

mediums. Spaces and our sonic environment have a big influence on our mental and

physical well-being. Our life quality gets affected by our environments and the

installation intends to reflect on this. A big problem that poorer communities

encounter is space. According to the information collected by the OECD Regions
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and Cities, households spend between 20% and 50% of their income on housing1. If

we follow the graphics below, we can see the maximum, average and minimum

space that a person has in the countries shown. The maximum space being 3.20

rooms and the minimum being 0.69 rooms. At the same time, less income

neighborhoods are more exposed to more noise pollution. In societies like the USA,

wealthier and all-white neighborhoods are 5 decibels quieter than segregated

neighborhoods2. There are many variables that explain why some groups are more

vulnerable than others. Some of the factors that explain this include weak law

enforcement in marginalized neighborhoods, lack of engagement on land use, and

failure to protect vulnerable communities. Examples of this include highways,

airports, and industrial facilities located in poorer communities.

The recent pandemic made it evident how valuable spaces and homes are.

The aim was to show the inequality in the distribution of space and noise pollution

experienced across the world. This was done by constructing two “rooms” where you

could physically experience the extremes of space. For sound, there were

headphones with a noise polluted environment, accompanying the small room, and a

non-polluted environment accompanied by a large room.

2 OECD “Building for a better tomorrow: Policies to make housing more affordable,” OECD Employment, Labor and Social Affairs Policy Briefs. 2021 (Accessed May

15,2022)

http://oe.cd/affordable-housing-2021.

1 Affording Housing Database “Living Space” Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2018. (Accessed May 15, 2022)

https://www.oecd.org/els/family/HC2-1-Living-space.pdf
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Figure 1. Table from the Employment, Labor and Social Affairs Policy

Figure 2. Photographies of the Space installation (Foto by Khetsin Chuchan)
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Rosa

Rosa is a mix media score for three instruments following instructions from a

score and visuals. The score is divided into sections that performers go through in

relation to visual material. The performers are seated across the room, involving the

audience thus making everyone equal in the room. The visuals are controlled in Max

with presets for easier navigation and are visible to the audience. This piece is about

the rhythm of breathing and how it changes when a person is passing away. It

begins with the instrumentalists breathing in and out into the instrument at its own

rhythm, creating a  textural effect.

It is honoring the COVID-19 victims who died because of the lack of

infrastructure in the healthcare system to carry with the high amount of patients in

poorer countries.
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Figure 3. Examples of the visual cues

Hlutskipti - Decompartmentalization

Raflost collaborative project

Hlutskipti - Decompartmentalization is a work that incorporates visual and

audio elements that highlight the workshops from the different departments at LHÍ.

This work explores the compartmentalization, separation and lack of collaboration

that we have experienced between the departments during the pandemic.

It consists of audio and video recordings from different angles of representing

stations in the workshops. It was filmed with 8mm that later was turned into digital

format and then processed. The audio was cleaned and cut into fifteen seconds of

information and then merged with the video. By combining audio and video from all

the buildings, we created a reality where everybody existed together. This was a

collaborative project with three other students from other programs in LHÍ. The

collaborators were Kári Guðmundsson, Guðlaugur Hörðdal Einarsson, and Daníel

Örn Heimisson.
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Figure 4. Images from the video Hlutskipti - Decompartmentalization
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These projects directed me to wonder about the role of art in contemporary

society and how art is affected by society. The meaning of a border as a concept and

what decides where to situate it. This became a frequently visited thought, perhaps

because of my experiences with physical and social borders. I started seeing

possibilities in doing work that comments on things that matter to me, such as

inequality and doing something that makes the audience reflect upon.

Bor ders was an exploration that evolved and changed as it went on. I was drawn

to exploring the concept of a border from the beginning. I had a superficial

understanding of what this concept meant and how it is connected to my life. As I

conducted research this meaning broadened, making me conscious of the infinite

borders in society and the relationship that others have with borders, both culturally

and personally. The Cambridge Dictionary defines border as “to form a line around

the edge of something, a line that has been agreed to divide one country from

another, and a strip that goes around or along the edge of something, often as

decoration.3” But borders are everywhere in society; they define the limits between a

sidewalk and a street, and are often decided by geographical phenomena such as

the land, ocean or mountains where one finishes and the other starts. They are

necessary for organization but as history has made evident, they are also very

problematic.

Phenomenology considers and translates contextual information, including the

cultural and the physical. Being aware of my surroundings and the different layers of

realities, I wanted to create an experience in art that reflects on the immediate

events, behaviors and actions that have had social influence in recent years. I

wanted to create work that has social relevance. Broadly, phenomenology refers to

3 Cambridge Dictionary, “Border” (accessed May 23, 2022) https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es/diccionario/ingles/border

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es/diccionario/ingles/form
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es/diccionario/ingles/line
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es/diccionario/ingles/edge
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es/diccionario/ingles/line
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es/diccionario/ingles/agreed
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es/diccionario/ingles/divide
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es/diccionario/ingles/country
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es/diccionario/ingles/strip
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es/diccionario/ingles/edge
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es/diccionario/ingles/decoration
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the essence of something coming through another form of expression.4 It is defined

as “a philosophical movement that describes the formal structure of the objects of

awareness of awareness, and of awareness itself in abstraction from.”5

I wanted to explore the borders of roles in music, questioning who gets the

agency to do what and why. I wanted to challenge the roles of being a performer,

composer, curator, and improviser by trying all of these roles in the same event. As a

performer, I was trained in a tradition with very specific aesthetics and roles. As

stated earlier, I’d started to question my role in music and what creating art meant

upon the social movement in 2020. I started looking into the practice of

contemporary composers who very often are equally performers. Many composers

are working beyond the traditional boundaries of music, expanding into other media.6

Jennifer Walshe works with performative elements, Yannis Kyriakides incorporates

text videos in his music, Jagoda Szmytka organizes happenings over extended

durations, Francois Sarhan presents live installations. The list of examples could be

continued almost indefinitely.7

By taking systematic steps towards increasing diversity, the relevance of classical

music can increase. This way classical music could become more relevant to a

bigger demographic, a new and innovative musical experience due to its topic, and

perhaps we will even need a new term. I wanted to develop an expanded practice as

a musician. It felt important to try different creative outputs, different from a traditional

7 Ibid.

6 Ciciliani, Marko. “Music in the Expanded Field - On Recent Approaches to Interdisciplinary
Composition.” Rebhahn, Michael und Thomas Schäfer: Darmstädter Beiträge zur Neuen Musik, Band
24, Mainz: Schott Verlag

5 Heinämaa, Sara. “Merlau-Ponty’s Modification of Phenomenology: Cognition, Passion and Philosophy.”

Synthese, Vol. 118. 1999. /http://www.jstor.org/stable/20118129

4 Linda, Amelia. “Understanding of the Self Through Phenomenology in Art.” College of Design,
Construction University of Florida. Florida, 2017. (Accessed May 10th, 2022)
https://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/UF/00/09/15/23/00839/Linde_Amelia-Final.pdf
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new music performance. I wanted to create spaces in which performers, composers,

critics and curators all have a voice. Hierarchies are still very present in the

contemporary music scene, however, there is more consciousness of the necessity

of being a part of the current discourse.

In recent years, a new generation of musicians has been gaining attention. The

musical diversity from all over the world is becoming more inclusive and accessible

everywhere. Examples of this is how institutions and festivals are changing the way

they curate their programs. Darmstadt summer course, one of the oldest institutions

in contemporary performance, has changed their programing to address diversity in

music. Example is the 2018 convention on Curating Contemporary Music as part of

the festival. The research project aimed at enduringly establishing the debates

currently ongoing in many disciplines on gender and diversity, decolonization and

technological change in institutions of new music, as well as discussing curatorial

practices in this field.8 Since its foundation in 2001, the International Contemporary

Ensemble has tackled diversity and gender. They have a clear commitment to

equality, undergoing a process of reimagining its policies and practices with racial

equity, gender diversity, cultural responsiveness, and belonging for all artists,

collaborators, and audience members.9 A new initiative is the Curating Diversity

Course in summer, which discusses different approaches to curating and explores

questions and challenges of programming and building projects with different

communities, institutions, and audiences.10

10 Curating Diversity “Course Description” (Accessed May 23, 2022) https://musiikinaika.org/en/curating-diversity-taught-by-du-yun-julia-gerlach-and-vigdis-jakobsdottir/

9 International Contemporary Ensemble “Commitment to equity” (Accessed May 23, 2022)  https://iceorg.org/commitment-to-equity

8 “Defragmentation--Four-Day Convention on Curating Contemporary Music,” program book.

https://internationales-musikinstitut.de/content/uploads/imd-2018-07-06Defragmentation.pdf

https://internationales-musikinstitut.de/content/uploads/imd-2018-07-06Defragmentation.pdf
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Performers are responsible for the work that they present, many rejecting

traditional models such wait for a call from a programmer in need of a performer for

this or that work or commission pieces by composer X to get a concert at festival Y in

favor of cohesive self-curated projects or initiatives developed in close dialogue with

composers, concert organizers and others.11 These initiatives denote a paradigm

shift from an interpretive tradition of musical performance to an understanding of

performance as relational, critical and, ultimately, performative practice. As a

contemporary performer I am aware of my position within the field of contemporary

music. I was determined to create my own project, where I could experiment with

different forms of collaboration, and take the role of composing my work.

Another border was combining an installation and a concert. I wondered what

defines them and how they could both exist in the same event. The installation part

occupied an entire space and interacted with the music performance. I was

interested in creating an event and expanding on what a concert or installation

usually is presented as. For me, concerts can be passive in the sense that they do

not involve the audience apart from sitting still looking onto the stage. Taking

inspiration from the New Discipline; a term coined by Jennifer Walshethat “connects

compositions which have a large spectrum of interests but are rooted in the physical,

theatrical and visual, as well as musical; pieces which often invoke the extra-musical,

which activate the non-cochlear. In performance, these are works in which the ear,

the eye and the brain are expected to be active and engaged.12” This gives home to

12 Walshe, Jennifer. “The New Discipline a Compositional Manifesto.” Borealis Festival. Norway,  2016.

(accessed May 15, 2022)

https://www.borealisfestival.no/2016/the-new-discipline-a-compositional-manifesto-by-jennifer-walshe-2/

11 Amaral, Heloise.” Producing Situations: How Performer-Curators Are Rethinking Roles and
Formats.” On Curating Issue 44, 2018. (Accessed May 10, 2022)

https://www.borealisfestival.no/2016/the-new-discipline-a-compositional-manifesto-by-jennifer-walshe-2/
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artists that use different multiple mediums in their composition, and creates a new

way of expression.

Through spatialization of the sound source I wanted to play with the

audience's sound perception. Spatialization in music is not new, it can be traced

back to Palestrina or Monteverdi but probably the most extreme of all is Stockhausen

String Quartet for Helicopters. Involving a string quartet, four helicopters, each

equipped with a pilot and sound technician, television transmitter and three-channel

sound transmitter, and an auditorium with four columns of televisions and

loudspeakers, a sound projectionist with mixing desk, and a moderator.13 The piece

focuses on Stockhausen's dreamed idea of a string quartet playing tremolos which

blend with the timbres and the rhythms of the blades that the helicopters sound like

musical instruments.14 This is accomplished by using microphones placed so the

helicopters may blend with the stringed instruments, with the instruments being

heard as slightly louder than the blades.15 This is "arguably the most extreme

experiment involving the spatial motility of live performers."16

Stockhausen´s string quartet blurries the line of what a concert is, by

changing the usual concert format. It also changes the way musicians listen and

react by spatializing them into different helicopters. Finally, it uses space (the

helicopter) as an element in the music. Which I tried to incorporate while I was

playing Paganini's Caprice. One element that I appreciate about spatialization is that

it challenges the audience's perception of sound, and requires being active in

listening. Which was what influenced me to incorporate it into the event.

16 Ibid.
15 Schweitzer, Vivien.  "Fulfilling a Dream With Strings and Rotors". The New York Times, 2008.

14 Maconie, Robin. Other Planets: The Music of Karlheinz Stockhausen. Lanham, Maryland,
Toronto, Oxford: Scarecrow Press, 2005.

13 Solomon, Jason Wyatt. "Spatialization in Music: The Analysis and Interpretation of Spatial Gestures",
Ph.D. diss. University of Georgia p. 60,2007.
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I explored the border as a division between countries and the social aspects that

come with it. Migration has been a method of survival, humans have always moved

around searching for better lands, weather conditions, food sources etc. In modern

society borders can give human rights to the people that live inside of these lines,

but oftentimes people want to move around to gain perspective, knowledge, and

activities. But for some it is a life or death situation because human rights are

constantly being violated and life quality is very low. Lines between countries have

caused the deaths of millions of people due to a country leader wanting to expand

the line of their country and imposing it on other countries. This is currently

happening, Russia's government decided to invade Ukraine on February 24th of this

year. These borders make clear differences between people creating a narrative of

them and us, removing humanity and transforming people into objects. Creating

tension among people, questioning who belongs and who deserves to exist inside a

country. The repetition of the word “invasion” to describe immigrants is similar to

messaging employed by former President Donald Trump. Out of 64 rallies he

attended where he discussed immigration, Trump used the term at least 19 times.

He also used words such as “killer,” “criminal” and “animal” to refer to immigrants.17

This is why I consider it is important to humanize the discourse, create

awareness and tell the stories. Then the so-called invaders become neighbors. Due

to the negative connotations in media coverage of undocumented migrants and

refugees all over the world, it is necessary to increase an effective and alternative

counter-narratives based on facts that can start a conversation on this topic. This

17 Pérez-Moreno, Heidi  and Barragán, James. “Critics denounce Abbott's 'invasion' rhetoric on
immigration, saying it will incite violence” The Texas Tribune. June, 2021. (accessed May 10, 2022)
https://eu.elpasotimes.com/story/news/immigration/2021/06/20/texas-greg-abbott-dan-patrick-invasion
-immigration-rhetoric/7764313002/

https://eu.elpasotimes.com/story/news/immigration/2021/06/20/texas-greg-abbott-dan-patrick-invasion-immigration-rhetoric/7764313002/
https://eu.elpasotimes.com/story/news/immigration/2021/06/20/texas-greg-abbott-dan-patrick-invasion-immigration-rhetoric/7764313002/
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work falls into the realms of activist artist, whose aim is to create art that is a form of

political or social currency, actively addressing cultural power structures rather than

representing them or simply describing them. By telling their stories through art, any

claims concerning the existence of oneself and how it is expressed in a physical

form.18

I wanted to create art that reflected and questioned the social issues that

came with politicians like Trump, and the racism that emerged with him. Borders

became a central concept to untangle, from the perspective of those who transition

them and their physicality.

18 “Phenomenology.” Merriam-Webster.com. Accessed May 9th, 2022.
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/phenomenology/
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Figure 5. Physical borders in Bor ders

Due to the complexity of combining the borders mentioned before, I had to

organize the project timeline into two workflows. The first workflow flow consisted in

researching and collecting material. My proposal for the repertoire was to have a

program that highlighted different extended techniques with the instrument. This was

with the aim of exploring the sound possibilities that created a diverse palate of

timbre through the program. For the installation, the process consisted in conducting

interviews and video recordings. The video consisted of footage from man made

borders in the Tijuana-San Diego border and in an Icelandic fence in the northern

part of the country. The interviews were meant to give a broader understanding of
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the topic through having a pool of people from different countries and a wide age

range. This process was very enriching, it gave an honest and personal perspective.

It showed the cultural poles that can exist within the same country, and between

different countries. The interviewees consisted of people from my circle that I knew

had moved to other countries and had experienced adapting to other culture. This

included the second generation of immigrants, and the duality of having two cultures;

one when they are at home and the one they live outside home. Another aspect was

age to see the generational perception and how it can defer. Older generations live

through different realities from younger ones.

Name Age Nationality Residency

Aldo 29 Mexican Tijuana-San Diego

Alvaro 45 Mexican Ensenada

David 34 USA San Diego

Elham 30 Iranian Reykjavik

Fríða og Sveinn 78 and 79 Icelandic Mosfellsbær

Hugi 22 Icelandic Reykjavik

John 35 USA Reykjavik
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Kiana 26 USA Manchester

Mauricio 38 Mexican Ensenada

Ólafur 55 Icelandic Reykjavik

Sam 31 Icelandic-French Reykjavik

Tere 34 Mexican-USA San Diego

Willy 45 Mexican San Diego

Figure 6. Table of interview content

With the data from the interviews conceptual and qualitative analysis of the results

were conducted for further artistic development.

The experience was formulated as having two separate events; however, this

changed as it became clearer the correlation between the curation of both. The

concert aimed to reflect on the past and present in my journey as a musician. At the

same time, the installation was a reflection on man-made borders. Questioning what

a border is and what an in-between means, translating this to the curation of the

event, perception of sound, physicality of the space, and to play with the architecture

of the building. By disrupting the physical space, and changing the usual concert

format, I wanted to challenge the experience of a concert. Taking inspiration from

Clara Iannota’s view on concert:
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Something that really upsets me is the fact that within the past

century, let's say, the music has changed so much. And somehow,

the concert format has stayed  for centuries.19

With this in mind Bor ders was a creative reaction to the traditional format that

tends to have a passive audience. The following mind map shows these

elements that will be better explained in the explanation of the next workflow.

Figure 7. Mind map

The second workflow was the creative process, finding a coherent output after

gathering all the material. The event consisted of a combination between an

installation and a concert with the aim of challenging the traditional experience of

both. The room was separated in two with a see through sheet where the video of

man made borders was being projected into. If you think about walls, a wall is just a

border brought into 3D relief. So experiencing a division in a day-to-day social

experience creates tension and makes us reflect about the meaning of borders and

walls.This created a border within the audience and at the end of this was the stage

of the performance, see stage plan.

19 Iannota, Clara and Miller, Cassandra.  “Artist to Artist” online interview. July 1st, 2021. (Accessed
April 30th, 2022) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4 glPz duI 38

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZglPzduY38
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Figure 8. Stage Plan

This border was made by using see through sheets and then projecting the

video of man made borders. A similar work that dealt with borders was the film Best

of Luck with the Wall, by Josh Begley. The film shows a succession of satellite

photographs of the border between the United States and Mexico a total of nineteen

hundred and fifty four miles. As the image moves the complexity of the changing

landscape is shown. Bengley started the project in the summer of 2016, after being

struck by the novel Signs Preceding the End of the World by Yuri Herrera. “It got me

thinking about the folks that make that journey,” Begley said.20 At the same time the

presidential campaign and Trump border-wall talk were at full boil, and Begley had

also been thinking about how the rhetoric “reduced this vast geography to a

metaphor and took it out of its own context.” It would be useful, he thought, to see

20 Larson, Sara. “Best of Luck with the Wall” Puts the Borderlands Back in Context. New Yorker,
August 5, 2019. (Accessed May 5)
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/screening-room/best-of-luck-with-the-wall-puts-the-borderlands-ba
ck-in-context
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what the border actually looked like.21 In the summer of 2016, the border felt like a

metaphor, in 2019 it is a metaphor and humanitarian crisis at once.22 In 2022 this

topic continues to be central to our society.

I wanted to create a constant flow of sound to tie together the installation and

the concert soundwise. The installation sound consisted of layered snippets from

interviews using four speakers with different information on each, the idea was to

change the perception of sound from the audience’s perspective. The concert had

six pieces where the audio would come in and out to create a constant flow of

uninterrupted sound. This was the program:

Audio 1

Audio 1

Caprice No. 14 Niccolò Paganini

1782- 1840

Audio 2

Audio 3

Audio 4

With ana and Óskar

Sleeping Pendulum

Nocturne

Bridge

Hauch

Stagl

María Huld Markan
Sigfúsdóttir

b. 1980

Kaija Saariaho

b. 1952

ana luisa diaz de cossio

b. 1993

Rebecca Saunders

b. 1967

Ása Ólafsdóttir

22 Ibid.

21 Ibid.
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b. 2000

The audio tracks had material from the interviews and field recordings from

both the US-Mexico and the Icelandic borders. The audio was divided into four

channels, each had different information which was distributed between the quad

system. This was  a method of experimenting with audio possibilities.

The curatorship of the program was concerned with making visible, making

aware, connecting, reconfiguring, re-constellating that which already exists. With this

changing role, our expectations towards the field also change, and so does our wish

to participate in the musical discourse.The program had six mixed-media violin

pieces, in five of the pieces the composers are alive. The program started with

Nicolo Paganini’s Caprice No. 14, in which the element of silence was used to play

with the resonance of the space performed outside the hall. The next piece was

Sleeping Pendulum by María Huld Markan Sigfúsdóttir, composed in 2010 for

baroque violin and tape. The pre-recorded electronic part weaves together sounds of

bell chimes with the baroque violin, creating an accompaniment for the solo violin.23

Next was Nocturne by Kaija Saariaho, it was composed in 1994 and dedicated to the

memory of the Polish composer, Witold Lutoslawski. The piece is an exploration of

early ideas for Kaija Saariaho's. Bridge began as the previous piece was finishing, I

composed it in 2021 as part of an exploration of amplified micro-sounds and bow

harmonics. Next was Hauch by Rebecca Saunders composed in 2018

commissioned by a major violin competition. Hauch explores pianissimo sounds in

the lower strings, silence as a continuity of the notes and timbre possibilities. Lastly,

was Stagl by Ása Ólafsdóttir that was commissioned for this event. Consisted on an

23 CIM program note (accessed May 20, 2022)
http://www.imc-cim.org/programmes/irc/2012/Iceland_Huld_Markan.pdf
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unfolding loop with effects from a tape machine. The program ended up having four

pieces composed by violinists. All of them explored different extended techniques

such as bow harmonics, silence as a continuity of sound, etc. I choose them in an

attempt to explore further my instrument. In the past year or so, I have been

exploring non-conventional violin techniques in the practice room that I usually

incorporate when I improvise. These pieces helped me to do a systematic approach

to exploring the sound in the instrument.

Having more fluid relationships, Bor ders aimed to mirror the pluralism in

today's society. Diversity and outreach have become recurrent topics of today's

society, “young musicians are no longer satisfied with merely executing scores, long

for ways to connect with audiences and to make their area and skills relevant to the

world around them.”24 In the same way audiences and artists alike are thirsty for

shared cultural experiences. However, the raw exposure to musical works without

attention being paid to social relevance is not stimulating enough. The composer

Ermanno Wolf-Ferrari, once remarked sarcastically in a letter “I am not joking when I

say that it is almost wrong to be alive as a composer. Until 1800, only those who

were alive were performed…I don't think I exaggerate when I say that nowadays at

least two-thirds of all resources are dedicated to the dead.”25

Some performers are concerned with the rehabilitation classical music as an

institution in decline due to its specific easthetics. While it may be important or

unavoidable to consider the economic sustainability of our field of work, many of us

are driven by aesthetic motivations that do not necessarily follow the market logic of

25 Martin, Tröndle. “Classical Concert Studies: A Companion to Contemporary Research and
Performance.” Routledge. New York, 2020.

24 Amaral, Heloise.” Producing Situations: How Performer-Curators Are Rethinking Roles and
Formats.” On Curating Issue 44, 2018. (Accessed May 10, 2022)
https://www.on-curating.org/issue-44-reader/producing-situations-how-performer-curators-are-rethinki
ng-roles-and-formats.html#.YoBlui_TVbU

https://www.on-curating.org/issue-44-reader/producing-situations-how-performer-curators-are-rethinking-roles-and-formats.html%23.YoBlui_TVbU
https://www.on-curating.org/issue-44-reader/producing-situations-how-performer-curators-are-rethinking-roles-and-formats.html%23.YoBlui_TVbU
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audience-pleasing.26 Inspired by practices of curatorship where performers address

the classical concert as a living practice and artistic material. Víkingur Ólafsson is a

pianist whose solo recital consists of continuous programs in which the pieces are

tied together through key, mood and performative practice. As Víkingur puts it,

I think for pianists it’s important to sometimes stand up from the

piano and just listen to a lot of different music. And that’s what you

have to do - you have to listen to so much music to know what you

want to do and to find beautiful, brilliant and unique programs. You

can’t be stuck playing the same music that you have been playing

for the last 3 or 4 years, you have to also listen to pieces by

composers you may never have heard of before. A lot of

contemporary music… And it can be very interesting to put them

into context with Mozart and Haydn or Bach and Gesualdo.27

This was an element that I was experimenting with Bor ders putting a very

traditional violin piece (Paganini’s Caprice 14) with a merely contemporary program.

The difference of style and aesthetics brings richness into the flow of the event.

I would now like to draw together some reflections, with reference to the

processes of research, creativity, executing the event, and then, go back to the

research questions from the beginning.

I used to feel ashamed of my background in classical music because I felt I

lacked so many creative tools and I was constrained to only playing certain types of

music. I found comfort in classical-contemporary music for a little time, but I came to

27 Eminoglu, Emre.”Interview Vikingur Olafsson,” Nordic Simit. 2018 (Acessed May 15th, 2022)
https://nordiksimit.org/en/2018/02/vikungur-olafsson-interview-2/

26 Ibid.
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realize how many elements of classical music that I didn't like would translate to

contemporary music. Starting from the roles and hierarchies built in them. In the

borders of roles, it took a long time for me to realize that challenging traditional roles

and risk taking is an important part of being a musician. It gets complicated with

classical music because of the presence of the score or the extreme specialization in

each traditional role. The score gives instructions to read to a performer that a

composer wrote. With time this has become very precise that does not leave much

room for interpretation. I think there is a need to create a musical practice based on

individual interests and rejecting moldes that do not fit everybody. My practice as a

performer evolved into taking more responsibility for the content of what I am

presenting. Rejecting traditional models usually presented in a violin recital but

favoring cohesive self-curated projects or initiatives developed in dialogue with

composers, concert organizers and others.

At the moment, I play many duties in my practice, from programming to

performing to creating. My decisions in music are grounded in the effort of reshaping

who can and should be heard to better reflect the diverse society of today. I believe

that some of the most extraordinary outcomes can emerge from everyday artistic

collaborations given a shared willingness to be vulnerable, to experiment, and to try

new things. and from the beginning of my music career. I believe that there is a

necessity of dismantling systemic inequities in society as they continue to manifest in

arts and culture. To that end, I am committed to amplifying underrepresented voices

in the music industry. Hence, I savor the process of artmaking as much as, if not

more than, its product. And finally, I believe in the power of the arts to strengthen the

social fabric of our local communities, to embolden us to think critically about the
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world, to nourish and reinforce inborn human creativity, to elicit a disciplined

empathy, and to bring out the best we have to offer.

This was my first large-scale project which meant I had to puzzle numerous

elements from it. I came across obstacles and learned to find collaborators with the

same values as I have. Because collaborators can bring artistic ideas and make a

project grow. This paper feels to me like a journal entry, a confessional of sorts. With

this document, I wanted to share my point of view, my frustrations, my experiences,

because I find it inspiring and honest when others do so. I like knowing where people

are at in their lives because it helps me to understand what they’re trying to say. I am

not sure that I have come to a conclusion, this became a personal grounded artistic

research. I am still figuring out what kind of musician I want to become, Bor ders and

this paper helped me to understand my practice better.
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